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Vermont’s Mountains 

 You're climbing Mount Philo when a moose crosses your path. At first you are 

terrified, but then you realize how cool it is that you can see an animal. Vermont’s 

mountains provide endless activities for all. We can use Vermont’s mountains in all four 

seasons. It’s important to protect our mountains, so everyone will know Vermont as the 

Green Mountain State it is. 

In the spring and summer months we use our beloved mountains to hike, bike, 

and observe wildlife. We hike and bike on mountains like Mount Philo, Mount Mansfield, 

Camel’s Hump, ect. When we go hiking and biking we will find animal tracks and 

sometimes when we follow  the tracks we will sometimes find an animal or a hole where 

an animal’s home would be located. In the spring and summer months it's warm out and 

we enjoy the outdoors where we can get fresh air and observe the wildlife around us. 

On Earth Day, we focus on our earth and cleaning it up.   

In the fall months, we use our amazing mountains to bike, walk and run. When 

we go biking, hiking, and when we go outdoors to observe wildlife we see the flowers 

blooming, and we hear the bird chirping. We also love the fall months in Vermont, 

because we have foliage. Foliage creates tourist attractions and brings a lot of business 

to Vermont. Vermont is a state where our leaves change from normal old green to 

vibrant red, orange and yellow. We love our mountains and on  Earth Day we clean up 

our outdoor space. People enjoy activities like wildlife observing and we should protect 

our mountains. 



In the winter months we ski on our mountains. We also go sledding and we stay 

outside until we can’t feel our fingers and when we come in the house there will be a 

nice warm fire waiting for us. In the winter, we often go up to the mountains to get a 

change in scenery. We love the mountains we call our home. So we need to protect 

them. People love doing these fun activities that also benefit the Vermont Economy. But 

if we don’t do what we need to do to protect them, we are going to lose our valuable 

mountains forever.  

We should always protect the things we love: our mountains, our trees, our 

home, our Vermont. We want the future generations to experience the world we know 

as today. We have to save our planet before it’s too late. We love our state and we 

should keep it that way for others. Our mountains provide endless activities for 

everyone, we can use the mountains in every single season. The mountains provide 

endless activities for all, we should keep it that way, forever. 




